
Goal Mapping

Full Day Course



Topics Covered:

Whatever your dream, Goal Mapping can help you achieve it.

This one day workshop is focused on learning to steer change towards the direction of your
desires through the process and technology of the unique whole-brain system, Goal
Mapping. Learning to set and achieve objectives is the master skill of life as it is the skill that
enables the achievement and learning of all other skills and objectives.

Workshop Outline:

Raise your awareness: Shifting perceptions to gain clarity on reality

Developing possibility consciousness: tuning your beliefs to release your potential

Finding your balance: spreading success through all major areas of your life

Be ‘on purpose’: working in alignment with your self-motivation strategy

Become fully ‘response-able’: learning how to choose your response

Maintain a positive focus: commanding your subconscious to create your own reality

Seven fundamental laws of success: understanding the natural principles of creation

Seven steps of Goal Mapping: creating your own Goal Map and action plan for your
future

The Goal Mapping system will powerfully impact your goals upon your subconscious. It is
a combination of ancient wisdom and modern accelerated learning techniques, woven
together with success principles into one holistic system, which appeals to everyone.

Where traditional goal setting techniques focus on left-brain words, only using endless
repetition, Goal Mapping uses words and imagery – language of the subconscious. It is
the master skill for achievement in all areas of life: without doubt, the most powerful life
empowerment program for individual, educational or corporate achievement.
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Duration: 1 Full Day

Workshop Format:

 Brief lecture sessions

 Skill practices

 Interactive work

 Fully illustrated workbook

Course Pre-requisites:

Nil

Booking Information:

To reserve a place in this course please

contact Envisage Training or visit our

website to enrol online.

Envisage Training:

 Computer Training

 ICT & Software Applications

 Instructor-Led Online Training

 Professional Development

 Room & Equipment Hire

 Training Needs Analysis

Delivery Modes:

 Scheduled Courses

 In-House & On-Site

 Instructor-Led Online Training

 Customised Courses

Tel: (07) 3325 3267

Fax: (07) 3264 4488

Post: PO Box 731

Albany Creek QLD 4053

Email: info@envisagetraining.com.au

Web: www.envisagetraining.com.au
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Course Details:

Throughout recorded history, the most successful men and
women have been those who have learnt to develop their
natural goal-setting ability into a powerful skill for
achievement.


